Introducing two compact, lightweight and portable Vox® lectern options:

Vox Keynote Lecterns

Some lecterns stay in one place most of the time, but others are always on the move. That’s why Nienkämper now offers a choice: the introduction of the Vox® Keynote Lectern™ series provides more compact, lightweight and portable alternatives to the original, full-scale Vox® Lectern. The freestanding version of the Vox® Keynote Lectern™ has a wheel-mounted, anodized aluminum base with integrated wire management. Narrow, vertical panels running the length of the base conceal power and data wires, routing them from a floor monument to the lectern’s top and allowing for wire pass through for microphones or laptops. Tops and modesty panels are available in standard Vox® materials and finishes, including fine quality veneers.

Also part of the Vox® Keynote Lectern™ series is the Vox® Desktop Keynote Lectern, which rests on top of conference tables. It may be specified to match the materials and finishes of an existing Vox® Conference table. Freestanding and desktop versions of the Vox® Keynote Lectern™ series are designed to be compatible with all Vox products.